Co-operativity and enzymatic activity in polymer-activated enzymes. A one-dimensional piggy-back binding model and its application to the DNA-dependent ATPase of DNA gyrase.
The binding of a ligand to a one-dimensional lattice in the presence of a second ("rider") ligand, which binds only to the first ligand (piggy-back binding), is studied. A model derived from this study is used to analyze the effects of co-operativity on the reaction rates of enzymes activated by polymeric cofactors that provide multiple binding sites for the enzyme. It is found that in the presence of strong co-operativity, the steady-state reaction rates of polymer-activated enzymes can be very different from the Michaelis-Menten paradigm. By adjusting the co-operativity parameters and the binding constants of the ligands, the model can generate apparent auto-catalytic enhancement by substrates at low substrate concentrations and apparent substrate inhibition at high substrate concentrations. The model is shown to be able to explain the differences in the rates of ATP hydrolysis by DNA gyrase in the presence of long versus short DNA molecules and in the presence of long DNA molecules at different gyrase to DNA ratios.